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Properties of Solutions Assessment Study Guide 

 

Define and give an example of the following terms when applicable: 

Solute -              

Solvent -              

Mixture -              

Concentration -             

Electro conductivity -             

Independent variable -             

Dependent variable -             

Acid -               

Base -               

pH indicator -              

pH scale -              

Analyze the following chart and answer the questions below: 

Solution Mass of NaCl (g) Volume of water (mL) 
A 10 30.0  
B 10 70.0 
C 10 120.0 
D 10 140.0 

 

1.  How do you find the amount of solute concentration in a solution?      
              

2.  Which solution has the lowest salt concentration?     Highest salt concentration?    

3.  In which conditions do solids dissolve best in?          
In which conditions do solids dissolve worst in?          

4.  In which conditions do gases dissolve best in?          
In which conditions do gases dissolve worst in?          

5.  Name the three ways you can increases the solubility of a solute into a solution.    
              

6.  What type of solutions conduct electricity the best?       Explain why.   
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7.  Put a check by the substance if it will dissolve in water and an X if it will not. 

Salt    Flour     Oil    Sugar     Food coloring     Coffee grounds   

8.  Label where a saturated, unsaturated, and supersaturated substance would be on the graph below: 

 

 

 

 

 

9.   Analyze the graph below to answer the following questions: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

1.  The solubility of which substance increases at the greatest rate as the temperature increases?  
    

2. Which substances become more soluble as the temperature increases?     
      Which substances become less soluble as the temperature 
increases?         

3. What conclusion can be made about solubility of the solids as the temperature of the water 
increases?             

4. Approximately how much NaNO3 can be dissolved in 100 cm3 of water at 55°Celsius?    

Acids & Bases 

5. Fill out the following chart comparing and contrasting acids and bases: 

Acids Similarities Bases 
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6. Acids have a pH from    and bases have a pH from   .  Generally speaking,  
  turn litmus paper red, while    turn litmus paper blue. 

7. An increase in H+ ions would cause the pH of a solution to (increase/decrease) and become  
more (acidic/basic), while an increase in OH- ions would cause the pH of a solution 
(increase/decrease) and become more (acidic/basic). 
 

8. Analyze the chart below and answer the following questions: 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

9. Which substances are more acidic than Tomatoes?        
10. Which substances are less acidic than Stomach acid?        
11. Which substances are more basic than Stomach tablets?       
12. Which substances are less basic than Drain cleaner?        
13. Which substance has the highest pH?          
14. Which substance has the lowest pH?          
15. If a person spills a substance on their hands that makes them burn, what should they use and do 

to make it stop?         Why should they do this?  
             

16. Which substances would turn a pH indicator red      orange   
  yellow       green      light blue     
dark blue     purple          

17. One major difference between acids and bases is that    react with metal, while    
do not. 


